Best graphic games for android 2018

Gone are the days when smartphones seconded the gaming consoles for an action-packed experience. With smartphone getting state of the art hardware technology and software upgrades, pretty substantial development has been noticed in action games for Android during the past some time. Such adrenaline pumping games have been hugely
popular in the gaming niche mainly because they get your fingers moving, blood rushing and have the tendency to keep you on the edge of the chair for hours. Here is our compilation of the best action games for android that are a must have for any smartphone gaming lover. If you are looking for the best racing games on Android, here you can find
out. PUBG Mobile PROS A great game if you are into PvP survival Really large map Game rewards can be sold on the marketplace CONS Difficult for newcomers The player with low settings has an advantage over high settings. If you are on high setting and high behind the bush, a low setting player can easily see you, making the game more difficult.
Servers are not 100% optimized, causing lags and freezes Download This remains our first choice mainly due to the in-game features and a variety of options it provides regarding the game-play. It’s an online battle royale game where 100 players are transported on an unknown island, and the ultimate showdown of survival and action starts among
them. Due to its realistic locations and guns, the game pretty much looks real and has smooth gameplay, not requiring any flagship grade specs for its standard graphics. Modern Combat 5 PROS Excellent visuals Highly enjoyable gameplay Detailed graphics CONS No offline availability Weak storyline Poor voice acting Download It is one of the most
elaborate and extensive of all the action games for Android and a must have for the ones who are looking for an excellent battlefield experience. Modern Combat 5 is an FPS(first-person-shooter) where gamers can indulge in solo game-play to master different skill sets. The game is compatible with a wide range of Android versions and any
smartphone with Android 4.1 up till the latest Android 9.0 will be able to run the game; however, it requires a stable internet connection too. Injustice 2 PROS Multilayered combat system Easy to pick up fighting Great graphics CONS Art design within the game doesn’t feel so good The script is sometimes non-sensical Download Join your favorite
superheroes and villains from the DC comics world in this action-packed offering. With an interesting gameplay and HD graphics, Injustice 2 is easily one of the top picks of the category. All you have to do in the game is assembling a team of your favorite heroes like Batman, Wonder Woman, and Flash, etc. to pitch them against the villains of DC
comics like the Joker and Harley Quinn and many more. Each fight earns rewards which you can use to equip your team with powerful gear and advance into the game. Into the Dead 2 PROS Wel produced cutscenes Amazing zombie shooter survival Controls work well CONS Bombarded with purchase offers Download If you are into shooting and
survival action, this one will interest you the most and this is why we included it in our list of best action games for Android because it offers an amazing experience of the zombie apocalypse. In this game, you play as Henry, and the aim is to kill zombies and ensure the survival of your family. The game has 7 chapters, 60 stages, and hundreds of
challenges to take. After every stage, it becomes more brain digging, mind eating survival game. N.O.V.A. Legacy PROS Nice graphics Simplistic FPS game CONS Frustrating lack of gunplay accuracy Poor storyline Terrible rip off of the Halo PC game Download Needless to say, NOVA Legacy is one of its kind game when it comes to sci-fi, first-person
shooting game. If you have played the famous HALO game on your PC at some point in time, consider it the Android replacement for HALO. The game provides an immersive Sci-Fi experience with action-packed graphics and plays different categories like deathmatch or team deathmatch. Luckily the game does not require an internet connection
similar to our list of offline Android games. SkyForce Reloaded PROS Amazing aesthetics Cool animations Diversity of weapons CONS Nearly impossible to kill all the enemies Gets immensely harder in later levels Download This game is what you need to get your hands on if you are looking for a retro action game. The aim of the game is to fly over
the battlefield in your jet and destroy incoming enemies. You can upgrade your aircraft with different guns and lasers to inflict more damage on your enemy. The graphics of the game are pretty amazing, and the soundtrack is applaudable too. Though it may seem easy but requires enough attention and is definitely worth a shot. Dawn Break-Origin
PROS Great storyline Three characters with unique fighting styles to pick from Decent graphics and gameplay CONS Unnecessarily long dialogues between stages Download The last game in our list of best action games for Android is Dawn Break-Origin. This is an anime-style, role-playing game available for free on Android which can also be played
offline. It features a typical anime-fantasy storyline in which good vs bad battle it out to gain control of the magical fantasy land. Gameplay consists of 3 glamorous heroes, a lot of cool looking outfit and magical fight with sparkly effects. Players can unlock different achievements and progress through the game by winning fights and accomplishing
missions which also earns them gear and other cool stuff. Game makers continue to improve themselves and release new games every day, due to the increase in smartphone hardware and quality and the inability to prevent the game craze lately. In this list, we have brought together the best high graphics Android games for gamers who want to
maximize their gaming enjoyment on their mobile devices. PUBG Mobile The mobile version of PUBG, the most popular game of recent times, was much more successful than the computer and console version of the game. PUBG, which has lost markets other than the mobile market to Fortnite, is one of the most popular and one of the best high
graphics Android games. PUBG Mobile on Google Play Asphalt 9: Legends Released in the last months of 2018, Asphalt 9: Legends stands out with interesting control options such as TouchDrive in addition to its excellent graphics. If you like the racing genre, you should definitely give the game a chance, which also won the best audio / video and
design awards in the past years. Asphalt 9: Legends on Google Play Also Read: The Best Android Racing Games ARK: Survival Evolved ARK: Survival Evolved, which has a mobile version recently, is also available for PC on Steam. You need at least 3GB of RAM and a mobile device with Vulkan support for the game, which has sadly high system
requirements. With the improvements to be made, you will plunge into a great adventure with the dinosaurs in the game, which can be made playable for lower systems in the coming days. ARK: Survival Evolved on Google Play Unkilled Unkilled, a multiplayer zombie hunting game, draws attention with its different game types such as PvP. More than
30 million people play the game, which offers more than 150 missions in the story mode. Unkilled on Google Play Also Read: The 10 Best Multiplayer Horror Games to Play with Friends Modern Combat 5 Now mobile games can also enter the esports class, and Modern Combat 5 in the FPS genre is one of the best examples of this. This game, which
you will have fun with your friends with its multiplayer mode, received a passing grade from most of the critics. Modern Combat 5 on Google Play eFootball PES 2019 Next in our list of the best high graphics Android games is for football fans. The game, which is the mobile version of the legendary football game Pro Evolution Soccer 2019, is very
successful as a mobile game, although it cannot offer as good an experience as the computer or console versions. eFootball PES 2019 on Google Play Also Read: The 10 Best Football Games for Android Garena Free Fire: Booyah Day Garena Free Fire is a battle royale game. While it differs from others with some of its features, the most striking thing
is that you will struggle to survive against 49 people for 10 minutes. Garena Free Fire on Google Play Also Read: The 8 Best Battle Royale Games Like PUBG Car Mechanic Simulator The aim of this game, which will be liked by those who like simulation games and those who are interested in vehicles, is to repair cars. The game, which is also available
on the Steam platform, is one of the best high graphics Android games. Car Mechanic Simulator on Google Play Leo’s Fortune Leo, a really cute fuzzball trying to find his stolen gold, is here with 24 different levels of adventure. You’ll need to be quick while escaping quickly to progress through the levels, and there will be traps you need to solve. You
can admire the graphics of the game, where deserts, forests, snow mountains and many more different environments are played. Leo’s Fortune on Google Play Gods of Rome In Gods Of Rome, which is quite remarkable with its 3D graphics, amazing effects and animations, you will control Roman gods, monsters, heroes and many more legendary
warriors from the Ancient Age. This fighting game, which you will like very much, is a Gameloft product. Gods of Rome on Google Play Dead Trigger 2 Dead Trigger 2 is considered one of the best zombie shooting games of recent times. In the game where you will have more than 50 weapons to shoot zombies in your arsenal, you can also get side
tools to help your mission along with a nice system to upgrade your weapons. In addition, different places created with high quality graphics are also available in the game. Dead Trigger 2 on Google Play Airline Commander Airline Commander offers gamers a very realistic flight simulation. The runways and planes in the game, which offers two
different flight possibilities, a complete simulation and a slightly easier assisted mode, are very close to reality. Airline Commander on Google Play Page 2 Due to the ongoing Coronavirus Pandemic, we’re now spending most of our time at home. As a result, we’re not able to move as much as we used to which resulted in most of us gaining unwanted
weight quickly. But thanks to our mobile devices, we don’t need to go to the gym to stay fit during the pandemic. These free workout apps we’re about to introduce you will provide you with everything you need to train your body no matter if you’re at your home or running in the park. Also read: The 6 Best Calorie Counter Apps for iPhone and
Android Before we start, I’d like to tell you that I didn’t categorize the apps by gender so this is not a ‘’best free training apps for men’’ or ‘’best free training apps for women’’ list. All of the apps above provide workout plans for both genders and most of them asks your gender first to personalize your work outs. Now, let’s take a closer look at the best
10 free workout apps for iOS, with their main features, ratings, download links and more. Nike Training Club Let’s start with the world-renowned Nike Training Club app, which the company made free in March 2020 when the coronavirus case numbers started to rise rapidly and many countries introduced curfews to slow down the spread.
Personally, I’ve been using it since then and it has helped me a lot to stay fit. This one is my favorite, so I wanted to start our list with it. Nike Training Club offers more than 185+ free workouts, which you can do with or without equipment, designed by experts for all levels. The first time you run the app, it asks you some details including your
gender, age, weight and equipment preferences to customize your work out plan. While using it, you’ll encounter some famous names like Maria Sharapova and Jessie J who will motivate you even more to work out. As one of the best free workout apps for iOS, Nike Training Club works in harmony with Apple Health. You can also connect your Apple
Music library to play songs while working out and your Apple Watch if you want to focus on your sport and less on your iPhone. It’s also featured as the Editor’s Choice on the App Store. Image Source: App Store Download LinkShow App Page Our second app is Freeletics, which you’ve probably seen on your friends Instagram stories many times
before. It is the #1 fitness app in Europe, with more than 42 million active users. Freeletics’ guided video tutorials and audio sessions will help you burn fat, lose weight, keep fit and build muscle whenever and where you want. It offers very effective training plans that are tailored to your special needs. Its AI-powered algorithm will learn from your
exercises and improve your plan for better results. Freeletics promises to give you a fully personalized fitness experience. It says ‘’no two people get the same workout plan’’. Download LinkShow App Page Also Read: The 6 Best Running Apps for Apple Watch Peloton Next in our list of the best free workout apps for iOS is Peloton which was named
by Forbes Magazine as the ‘’Netflix of the workout world’’. Peloton is not a free app, but you can try it free for 30 days and then decide if you want to keep using it. By the way, if you are a Peloton Bike or Tread owner, you can use it free without a limit or a payment. Peloton allows you to ‘’meet your fitness goals’ with its indoor & outdoor running,
HIIT, strength, yoga, cycling, meditation lessons and more. It is one of the best free workout apps for iPhone and you can also use it on your iPad, play it on your TV with AirPlay, Chromecast or its own Apple TV app. There are various training programs in the app that are 4 to 18 weeks long, designed by world-class instructors for all levels and you
win medals & badges for your accomplishments. In my opinion, the best feature of Peloton is that it enables you to work out with your friends and other community members, which is quite motivating to me. It works with Apple Health and you can use it on your Apple Watch too. You can also connect your heart-rate monitor and cadence sensor via
Bluetooth. Download LinkShow App Page Also Read: The 5 Best Meditation Apps Run Keeper Run Keeper is an app that lets you track your workouts like running, walking, hiking or biking, and see your progress. How does it do it? It works via GPS. With 5 additional very-motivating voices, it gives you audio updates and informs you about your speed,
distance and time. Run Keeper also allows users to start running groups so that they can work out together. Download LinkShow App Page Strava Let’s continue with Strava, which was chosen as the best app for runners in 2019 by the Running Awards. It is also used by a very large cyclist community. Strava lets you track your runs, rides, workouts
and shows your training development over time. You can access your analyses via your iPhone, Apple Watch or any GPS device. It also helps you explore new places for your workouts and its virtual segments allows you to challenge the other athletes in the community. Download LinkShow App Page Adidas Training by Runtastic The next best free
workout app for iOS is Adidas Training by Runtastic which offers more than 180 focused exercise videos that will help you ‘’get your dream body’’. It creates a personalized training workout for you according to your needs and fitness level. You can use it on your iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch and Apple TV. And it works integrated with Apple Health to
provide you with useful details of your workouts including how much calories you burn. Download LinkShow App Page Also Read: The 10 Best Apps for Cyclists Adidas Runtastic Running App Here is another app by the same developer, but this time it’s for running. Set your goals. Then, just like Run Keeper, Adidas Runtastic Running app lets you
keep track of your activities via GPS and the Voice Coach in the app sends you audio feedback throughout your workouts. You can workout with your personal plan, or join millions of other Adidas runners and run with them. The Live Tracking & Cheering feature allows you to feel your friends’ support and let them motivate you just like when they’re
standing on the sidelines waiting for you to finish your marathon. It also enables you to share your success on social media. It has a very easy-to-use app interface and allows you to customize your dashboard for a better app experience. It also offers the Shoe Tracking feature which lets you know when it’s time to get a new pair. Download LinkShow
App Page Home Workout – No Equipments The 8th app in our best free workout apps for iOS list is Home Workout – No Equipments which has become quite popular especially after the coronavirus pandemic broke out. Unlike the apps above, it shows animations instead of videos. It aims to help you see changes in just 4 weeks, with its 50+ muscle
focused workouts, without requiring any equipment. Download LinkShow App Page RockMyRun As you know, motivation is a key factor in sport and music is a very powerful source of motivation. RockMyRun app offers you the best workout music that will help you maintain your tempo and burn more calories. It gives you great control over your
music according to your tastes and workouts. ”Music can be a great help to runners, but sometimes putting together a playlist can be a chore. So leave the song selection up to RockMyRun.” – New York Times ‘’Great variety; it’s easy to find something to your tastes. Choose from oldies, dub step, hip-hop, country and a dozen other genres, then
personalize it via preferred beats per minute, clean or explicit lyrics.’’ – LA Times ”These Pre-Made Music Mixes Will Change Everything” – Glamour Download LinkShow App Page MyFitnessPal We’re closing our list of the best free workout apps for iOS with MyFitnessPal which helps users track their calories, macros and more. As you know, you
must maintain a healthy diet to maximize the efficiency you will get from your work outs. Otherwise, you may harm your body instead of strengthening it. MyFitnessPal enables you to track what you’re eating and provides you with healthy plans and recipes. It also lets you scan barcodes for nutrition facts. Download LinkShow App Page Leave a
comment below and let us know which one of these workout apps for iOS is your favorite one. Don’t forget to check out our Top Mobile Apps category for more!
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